
 

MEDIA ALERT 
 

BAMcinématek presents a week-long run of Jean-Luc 
Godard’s A Married Woman in a new 2K restoration,  
Dec 4—10 
 

“The best Godard I have ever seen... a nearly perfect study of what it 
is to be young and in love.”—Brendan Gill, The New Yorker  
 

The Wall Street Journal is the title sponsor of BAM Rose Cinemas and BAMcinématek. 
 

Brooklyn, NY/Nov 11, 2015—From Friday, December 4, through Thursday, December 10, 
BAMcinématek presents a week-long run of Jean Luc-Godard’s A Married Woman (1964) 
screening in a brand new 2K restoration from the original negative. 
 

This overlooked masterwork from Godard’s extraordinary 60s period follows a bourgeois 
housewife (Macha Méril) as she bounces between trysts with her actor lover (Bernard Noël) and 
domestic life with her aviator husband (Philippe Leroy). Godard fashions a provocative dissection 
of consumer culture in this modernist melodrama, trapping his characters in a web of omnipresent 
advertising and secret codes hidden in signage. Lensed in cool black and white by the great 
cinematographer Raoul Coutard, A Married Woman is a key work in the director’s oeuvre in which 
the playful exuberance of his early style is pushed toward abstraction. 
 

BAMcinématek has showcased Godard’s work several times throughout the years, most recently 
screening his latest, 3D masterwork Goodbye to Language, to a sold-out audience on the 
Steinberg Screen in the BAM Harvey Theater this past January—the largest single screening of 
the film in New York. Other notable series include a 2002 tribute to Godard and Anna Karina, 
highlighting the French New Wave “it” couple’s seven collaborations; a 2005 retrospective 
dedicated to Godard’s filmography before and after the 60s; and, in 2007, a record-breaking two-
week run of a new 35mm print of Pierrot le Fou.  
 

“Thoughtful and fascinating... Godard's most interesting film since Breathless.” —The New 
York Times  
 

“Masterly… a dazzling, kaleidoscopic investigation of truth, reality, exploitation, self-
deception and alienation. Witty, aphoristic, packed with resonant literary and cinematic 
references, the movie is like a brilliant time capsule.”—The Guardian 
  
“One of Godard’s most sociological films, as well as one of his most formally 
accomplished.” —Jonathan Rosenbaum, The Chicago Reader  
 

Press screening  
Mon, Nov 16 at 10:30am 
 

Press screening held at BAM Rose Cinemas (30 Lafayette Ave, Brooklyn, NY). 
 

A Cohen Film Collection release | 1964 | 95min | In French with English subtitles | B&W | 1.37:1 | 
2K DCP restoration 
 

Showtimes: Fri & Sat, Dec 4 & 5 at 2, 5, 7:15, 9:30pm; Sun, Dec 6—Thu, Dec 10 at 5, 7:15, 
9:30pm 
 
To RSVP or for press information, please contact    
Hannah Thomas at 718.724.8002 / hthomas@BAM.org
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